
Not a CULT

a Community



SideOneDummy is a record label based in good ol' 
Hollywood, California. Founded in 1995, by Bill 
Armstrong and Joe Sib.

Allison Weiss
Chris Farren
Chris Shiflett
Astronautolis
AJJ
Iron Chic
Jeff Rosenstock
Joe Sib
Meat Wave
Microwave

Nahko and Medicine 
for the People 
PUP 
Rozwell Kid 
Smith Street Band 
Superheaven 
Time Shares 
Worriers
Violent Soho 

HOLY H*CK
These are the bands/artists currently signed to 
the label. However, the community they have 
built is consumed of a network much greater.



"Community"
-"a feeling of fellowship with others, as a 

result of sharing common attitudes, 
interests, and goals." 



A note from
the author

     The purpose of this zine is to showcase the diverse 
community of fans that SideOneDummy fosters through the 
people and musicians that the label represents (both past 
and present). This a collection of stories, artwork, and 
photos generated by a coalition of folks working together to 
share their experiences within this community.  

     The original intent was to showcase individual artists 
currently signed to the label, but as you read you may notice 
that it instead became a shared collection of appreciation for 
the label in general with focus on a few bands (AJJ in 
particular). For the sake of space, this will then stand place 
as part 1 in a hopeful collection of pieces to follow. 

Thanks for reading

Emily Kitchin
& Much Love,



     I’m not quite sure how to begin writing something that 
encompases my expansive appreciation and love for 
SideOneDummy Records (S1D), but I figure I should just dive 
right in. I had known of the label but never gave it much 
attention until becoming a fan of AJJ. Long story short, after 
developing many friendships through @AJJTheFans on 
twitter, I began developing a deeper interest in the label. 
Realistically, I could talk for hours about the impact that both 
AJJ and Sa’eed (the owner of @AJJTheFans) have had on my 
life, but I will do my best to keep it short. Through this 
community I have formed lifelong friendships and have grown 
tremendously as a person. As I began to branch out more, I 
realized that this label has touched many others in the same 
way. 

     

A Brief 
Introduction

-Emily Kitchin
@deathnap4cutie

"SIDEONEDUMMY 

HAS  

CREATED A 

SAFE HAVEN"

S1D has created a safe haven 
for those who have felt 
misplaced by society, a virtual 
punk house, giving shelter to 
a diverse community of 
people. 

Continued on next page...



     It seems as if everyone I have met through common 
interests has had a unique and personal connection to the 
label. Everyone has a story to tell and this label allows for both 
fans and artists to be themselves in the most organic way 
possible, giving them the outlet they need to share these 
experiences and develop a common connection with others. 

     Now more than ever, it seems vital to generate safe spaces 
and a sense of belonging. While we are getting better, today’s 
social and political climate is a nightmare for those who do not 
stick to the status quo. However, the label is a home for artists 
who continue to push these social and political barriers 
without remorse; they care about the wellbeing of others and 
have created a collective for people who have felt burdened, 
lost, and misunderstood. Music has always been a way to 
connect with others, and S1D continues to uphold this 
tradition. 

     While this could just turn into me talking about how perfect 
Chris Farren is or how many times a day I listen to Microwave, I 
will try to keep this brief. The point of this zine is to find a 
healthy release of emotion for those who have sought solace 
in the label. I think it is important to share these experiences 
and for others to know that they are not alone. As a result, this 
zine will act as a small reflection of this community.  

..."Intro" continued 



      Back in 2002, Wal-Mart was the only source for new music 
for those living in the suburbs. It was the worst. MTV pushed 
punk bands like Blink-182 and Jimmy Eat World and their 
albums were the only albums sold in Wal-Mart. Nu-metal 
bands, like KoRn, were also offered. If you were a fan of 
alternative music, you likely owned that too because it was the 
only other option. Thankfully I never owned a KoRn album but 
the girl I had a crush on did and I definitely judged her on that.
She judged me for owning an All American Rejects album. Just 
as bad. 

     Anyway, I was sick of seeing the same old albums whenever 
my disappointed-but-accepting mom and I went shopping. She 
was always supportive of my search for new music, despite not 
enjoying anything related to “punk,” whatever that was in 2002. 

SideOneDummy

Made Me
EMO

-Spenser Milo
@SpenserMilo

Continued on next page...



    I felt stuck, until the day I saw the Atticus: Dragging the 
Lake compilation from SideOneDummy records. My emo 
phase had begun. A black bird on its back. A tiny sticker that 
read “Unreleased songs from Blink-182!” And a silly record 
company named SideOneDummy. Very emo already. This 
mysterious album featured my beloved pop-punk bands like 
New Found Glory and Sugarcult, but what was the rest? I 
didn’t know who Flogging Molly was or what an Alkaline Trio 
meant but I was intrigued. Immediately, my twelve year-old 
self convinced my confused mom to purchase the 
compilation. After that my musical woes were gone. The 
Atticus compilation helped me discover bands like Finch, The 
Used, and Box Car Racer. The next year, SideOneDummy 
released a sequel to the Atticus series and furthered my 
interest in bands like Taking Back Sunday, and Matchbook 
Romance. I was set to be mocked during my teenage years. I 
loved it. 

     Looking back, the Atticus compilations were a huge 
success. “It was a win-win for everybody involved,” Bill 
Armstrong, co-founder of SideOneDummy, told me. “Branding 
wise it was a great strategy. A lot of crossover.” Because the 
Atticus clothing line was already so popular, the Atticus 
compilations helped get SideOneDummy’s name out there. On 
top of the popular bands featured, the compilation gave 
listeners new material to enjoy. Two years later, MySpace 
would flood the market and all these bands would be 
available on the infant social media platform, moving more 
ears to headphones. I feel lucky to have experienced my first 
branching-out with SideOneDummy.

..."Emo" continued



     I had first heard about Side One Dummy in 2015, when they 
released Jeff Rosenstock’s We Cool. Before then, music labels 
—to me at least—were faceless organizations working in the 
background. But for a while, until a few months before the 
release of AJJ’s The Bible 2, I wasn’t aware of the community 
that surrounded SideOne and their bands. 

     Thanks to SideOne and their artists, I made many strong 
relationships, including my girlfriend Vanessa, and my close 
friend Cass. From then on, my involvement in the community 
skyrocketed. When AJJ Played in El Paso at the end of their 
Fall 2016 tour, I (with the help of Cass), surprised Mark with a 
one-of-a-kind luchador Pikachu mask. He was so moved by
our generous gesture that he played half of the set with it on, 
complete with rhythmic head nods following the music. To 
this day, that was the funniest show I’ve ever been to. The 
sense of community didn’t end there.  

-Robert O. Reyes

The

MONSTER
Mask™

@rubbertoe97

Continued on next page....



     Since then, I’ve discovered a multitude of amazing and 
talented artists signed to SideOne, and my show attendance 
has multiplied exponentially. Though each artist is unique and 
independent of one another, one thing that is the same 
throughout each of their artists is the feeling of comradery 
within their respective fan bases. Each show is friendlier than 
the last, with the entire community coming together to ensure 
the shows are safe and fun environments for all. I’m extremely 
grateful to be involved with such a wonderful community and 
am excited to see where it goes from here.

..."Mask" continued



     I moved from Boston to LA about a year ago. It was a 
complicated decision, and as someone who already dealt with 
a lot of social anxiety, I spent a lot of time wondering how I 
would ever make friends. But then, on our second day living in 
LA we went to an AJJ show. Some folks that I sort of knew 
through mutual friends took care of tickets for my boyfriend 
and I as a “Welcome to LA” gift. I was already a fan of S1D’s 
bands, but that show marked the beginning of an obsession 
that has yet to cease. 

     A few weeks later, I saw a post on Twitter that SideOne 
would be hosting a block party at their office to celebrate the 
release of the new Chris Farren album. I showed up to the party 
super excited, but also incredibly anxious. It seemed like 
everyone there already knew each other and I’m terrible at 
starting conversations with strangers if I’m not handing out 
record label swag.  

ONLY 
Friend

SideOneDummy is my

-Samlin Miller
@theonlysamlin

Continued on next page...



     My anxiety was getting to the point where I was considering 
leaving the one event I’d been looking forward to for weeks.  
Then Jamie Coletta, S1D branding and promotional guru, saved 
my ass. She recognized me from Twitter and started a 
conversation. Turns out she’s one of the coolest people ever, 
who’d have thunk? Talking to her put me at ease and my 
anxiety decided to chill out enough for me to stay at the party 
(thank goodness, because I would’ve missed Chris getting 
dunked and that would’ve been a tragedy). 

     Over the past year, I’ve gotten to meet the wonderful team 
at SideOneDummy, joined the brand new S1D Fam Club, and 
actually managed to make friends while living in LA. I’ve gotten 
to learn about a lot of great music, which is cool, but not as 
cool as the community I’ve found surrounding this record 
label. I’ve met people at shows, at SideOne HQ, and on the 
internet, that I don’t know what I would do without. So thanks 
to everyone who’s ever talked to me while I was standing 
awkwardly in the corner at a S1D party or shouting into the 
Twitter void. SideOneDummy is forever.

..."friend" continued



-Cassie Wills
@coffindance









Formerly known as Andrew Jackson Jihad, AJJ 
is a folk punk band from Phoenix, Arizona. 
They have come to attract what one may call a 
cult like following, but we just like to call 
it a community. 

.

AJJ



Each member represents an album. From left to 
right, Preston is People..., Sean is Bible 2, Ben is 
Knife Man and Mark is Can't Maintain.

Gabby Carney
Art by: 

@gabby_is_artsy



CROS S  S T I T CH  BY

Kennedy V. Lawver
      So this is my first cross stitch that wasn’t just for 
practice. There were a lot of patterns that I was looking at to 
start with, but the cover to People Who Can Eat People Are 
The Luckiest People in The World by AJJ just felt right for so 
many reasons.

Continued on next page...



      Not only was the album’s 10 year anniversary tour just 
announced, but AJJ’s own Mark Glick is the reason I picked 
up this hobby in the first place. I believe the biggest reason 
for creating this is to pay tribute to how much influence this 
band has had on my life. 

     I first heard them when I was 14 years old and freshly 
starting high school. I was captivated by them instantly and 
have spent the last six years just as in love with them as the 
day I accidentally stumbled across “Zombie by The
Cranberries by Andrew Jackson Jihad.” 

     If I were not listening to them during the most important 
growing-up years I know for I fact I would not be the person I 
am today. I am much more optimistic about the worth of not 
only the human race, but for myself as a person. I could write 
a novel talking about the influence the friends I’ve made 
through this band has had on me, as well. But overall I would 
like to thank SideOneDummy for being such an amazing 
company that supports this band and so many other 
incredibly talented musicians that mean the world to all of us.

"Cross Stitch" Continued....

"REJOICE"



Comic by:
-Maja Rudnicki



[nxious]
[inxed]
[uxtaposition]

A
J
J

-Sam Ceja
@samonthewest

“Be the best fucking human that 
you can be”

Continued on next page...



..."AJJ" Continued

     Have I ever told you that I owe someone my life? It is not 
Andrew Jackson Jihad, nor is it AJJ. It is my dear friend, 
who for the purpose of this Zine I am gonna call Reina, or
Queen in english. (Yes, she is the queen of all the belly rubs) 
Reina introduced me to AJJ when I was a freshman in high 
school. If I knew what a colossal impact they would have 
had later on my angsty-teen self and still now into my early 
adulthood, I would have listened to them the moment she 
recommended them, rather than months after she insisted 
and I still later refused. The first song I ever listened to by 
them was “Rejoice”. The song opens up the passionate, 
ingenuous, and clever album that is People Who Eat People 
Are The Luckiest People In The World. I was in awe. The first 
time I officially met Sean Bonnette was on the Christmas 
Island tour in 2016, in which I told him about this, and 
admitted that I cried after listening to this song. 

     Following them on tour after hearing them for the first 
time in 2011 was revolutionary for me. This album, that is 
soon approaching its ten year anniversary, is a profound 
feature in evolving me into the person I am today. Although 
I was fortunate enough to be raised by two parents, this 
album would certainly have been my third. 

   

Continued on next page...



      Long story short, having a dear friend like Reina 
introduce this band to me helped me work through 
countless anxiety attacks, depression days and helped 
motivate me whenever i suffered from the metaphorical 
load of life.This band was my gateway band into genres like 
folk-punk, ska-punk, and pop-punk with similar themes of 
“social anxiety, poverty, humanity, religion, existentialism, 
and politics.” ¹ 

1. "A Jihad on All Sorts of Topics". Arizona Daily News, 
September 22, 2005

..."AJJ" Continued

"I bet you 

got 

something 

beautiful in 

mind…"



-Felix Fernandez
Art by:

Inspired by AJJ's, "Can't Mantain"



     The first time I heard the Smith Street Band was on a Tuesday 
night in Toronto at Lee’s Palace. March 24, 2015. I walked in 
with a freshly broken heart and marched out with an arm full of 
new records that were helping light that tiny fire in my chest 
again. It was one of those rare gigs that heal you. That you can 
feel your mind permanently scratching into the walls of your 
mind. That you leave feeling empowered and understood and on 
a soul-level feeling like maybe you can survive the shit endlessly 
hitting the fan. That probably sounds a little dramatic but 
frankly, shit mental health makes everything a little dramatic. 

     Their newest record is called More Scare Of You Than You Are 
Of Me and it’s about as raw as it gets. Wil has this amazing 
ability to write lyrics with precision about some of life’s blurriest 
situations. It’s like the less and less okay everything in my life 
gets the louder I want to point and shout “YES!!!! THAT!!!! 
EXACTLY THAT!!!!!!!” when I hear this record. 

Relating

-Katelynn Hunter
@whatevrkatelynn

(or Pretending to
Relate)

Continued on next page...



     It jumps around from being an absolute storm of spilled 
guts backed by the entire band to a lo-fi aching about suffering 
through an uncomfortable existence. 

      Not only did they make something relatable, the Smith 
Street Band created something inspiring. This is a record that 
we will be hearing our new favourite band talking about when 
asked what made them want to make music. From the 
perspective of someone that struggles to find hope and 
inspiration I can tell you that that is one of the most fucking 
special things that can exist. It’s born from sincerity and 
fighting back against all of the legs kicking you while you’re 
down and the ability to turn something devastating or 
monotonous into something tangible and whole.

..."relating" continued

This is the ticket from that night at Lee’s. Along with them 
Chumped (RIP), AJJ and Jeff Rosenstock played. I kept it in 
my wallet for almost 2 years and in December of 2016 I got 
Jeff to sign it at a last minute solo acoustic show at the 
wonderful D-Beatstro. Shortly after that dropped it in the 
snow and smudged the ink (oops). 



-Emily Kitchin

-Katelynn 
Hunter

-Samlin 
Miller
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SideOneDummy 
FOREVER

Contributors: 
GabBy Carney - artist 

Sam Ceja - author 
Felix Fernandez - artist 

Katelynn Hunter - author 
Emily Kitchin - author/editor 

Kennedy Lawver - artist/author 
Spensor Milo - author 

Samlin Miller - author 
Robert O. Reyes - author 
Maja Rudnicki - artist 

Cassie Wills - artist 
 


